
shaping the future 
                    together



the innovation alliance
PlaSt JoinS the PRoJect anD RetURnS in 2018

the innovation alliance, in Fiera Milano from 29 May to 1 June 2018, for the very first time will 
bring together iPacK-iMa, Meat-tech, PlaSt, PRint4all and intRaloGiStica italia.

a collaboration among associations - aciMGa (machines for converting, package printing 
and graphics), aRGi (machines and equipment for graphics and industrial printing), 
aSSocoMaPlaSt (machines and moulds for plastics and rubber) and UciMa (automatic 
packaging machines) – along with Fiera Milano and hannover Fairs international has been 
designed to bring together five italian and international trade shows of excellence. the idea 
is to put a strong focus on presenting the entire supply chain for a one-of-a-kind event 
that is complete and universal in terms of content. Professionals from every industrial 
sector will be able to find in one location a wide range of offerings – from processing to 
packaging to the working of plastics and rubber to industrial and commercial printing and 
the personalization of packaging and labels, all the way to the handling and warehousing 
of consumer-ready goods. 
thus, exhibitors and visitors will access the five shows with one badge only, respectively.
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the laRGeSt 
eXhiBition FoR 

PlaSticS anD RUBBeR
in eURoPe in 2018



the Satellite-ShoWS

thRee theMe ZoneS
in the laRGeSt eXhiBition 
FoR PlaSticS anD RUBBeR
in eURoPe in 2018

3D PRINTING  
AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

WelcoMe to PlaSt 2018!

every three years, PlaSt comes back to the international 
stage, always in renewed style, as the most relevant meeting 
place for the plastics and rubber industries, in its year, in europe.

inside PlaSt, three satellite-shows not-to-miss, devoted 
to their respective supply chains of excellence: rubber, 3D 
printing and innovative materials (including composites, 
biopolymers, recycled materials, polyurethanes, technical 
polymers, special polymers for the medical sector etc.).

Furthermore, thanks to the extraordinary coincidence with the 
other exhibitions joining the innovation alliance, a huge 
increase of visitors is expected, particularly from abroad.

a great chance for all professional operators who, in addition 
to the latest developments in the plastics and rubber 
processing industry, will have the opportunity to visit, with 
the same entrance badge, exhibitions devoted to interrelated 
sectors, such as packaging, printing, logistics etc.



in 2015, PlaSt hosted more than 50,000 visitors, with 
more than 35% from abroad, by 115 Countries.

the first 15 Countries of origin, in order, were: Germany, 
France, Switzerland, Spain, turkey, Poland, Slovenia, Greece, 
United Kingdom, hungary, Portugal, Rumania, Russian 
Federation, Serbia, czech Republic.

also 40 official delegations of foreign buyers were 
welcomed at PlaSt 2015, after careful selection according 
to concrete investment plans in several processing 
sectors (algeria, argentina, Bulgaria, cambodia, canada, 
chile, china, colombia, croatia, ecuador, egypt, France, 
hungary, india, indonesia, iran, israel, laos, Malaysia, 
Mexico, Morocco, Myanmar, Perù, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Saudi arabia, Serbia, Slovenia, South africa, South Korea, 
Spain, taiwan, thailand, tunisia, turkey, Uae, United States, 
venezuela, vietnam).

thanks to THE INNOVATION ALLIANCE, in 2018 an even 
stronger institutional support is expected from the italian 
Ministry of economic Development and ice, italian trade 
agency, for the incoming of international top buyers from 
the most renowned global corporations.

in 2018, PlaSt Will Reach itS 
eiGhteenth eDition:  the tRaDition 
oF innovation. 

more than 50,000 
visitors from
115 Countries

more than 3,500 
machines,  60% 
in function

SoMe FiGUReS
oF the laSt eDition 

more than 1,500 
exhibitors from 
57 Countries

115
Countries



eXhiBitoRS

the eXhiBitoRS’ coMMentS

Some of the most significant interviews, from miscellaneous 
sources, confirming the extremely positive outcome of the 
triennial exhibition in Milan, despite the uncertain economic 
global scenario.

echoeS FRoM laSt eDition

norén Bjorg from ARBURG - interviewed during the exhibition – confirmed that “the fair is in line 
with a good 2014 and seems to confirm this trend, that should further increase; We are very 
satisfied”.

“our opinion – explained andrea rigliano from BANDERA, in an interview – it’s good as regards 
the quality of customers we met (many of them with concrete projects) and for the perceived 
sensation that the italian market is moving”.

During an interview, Domenico Baudino from BAUSANO declared: “pLast is a very important 
appointment for us - being our company an italian manufacturer of plastics machinery - and we 
try to bring in each edition a new version or a new model of machine as the one we are displaying 
this year”.

through its website, BMB stated: “we would like to point out our positive feedback about the 
exhibition and the whole sector. one of the key factor is that the italian market is going through a 
period of great ferment after years of stasis: there are solid companies ready and willing to invest”.

in a press release, COLINES management stated that “the final balance of pLast 2015 exhibition 
was excellent; we have displayed an operating plant for the production of stretch film with flat-
head technology”.



Jean-Louis Maire from DESMA confirmed that they had “many visitors and excellent contacts. 
our company has a great interest for the italian market, where sales performance of the latest 
period have been very positive. We have scheduled important investments and projects for the 
future; for this reason, it is important for us to take part in exhibitions such as pLast/ruBBer 
in order to be visible in italy”.

peter neumann from ENGEL declared in an interview: “in europe the growth is slower but some 
positive signals have been registered in spain and in italy. on the occasion of pLast, we have 
recorded a great interest by the operators visiting our stand”.

“pLast has been a very important appointment to promote and present both our products and 
their supporting marketing strategies, through which our company aims to achieve a worldwide 
success. GEFRAN has been waiting for pLast 2015 to display all its new products and present 
the progress reached in the plastics division” declared Maria Chiara and andrea franceschetti.

“pLast has been prepared with a very strong determination” said Mauro andreoli from MACCHI, 
in an interview, “Despite the negative calendar, it has brought many italian and european visitors 
to our stand. the line we have displayed was the main attraction in hall 15”.

through its website, NEVICOLOR has thanked all customers and confirmed that “the exhibition 
was a great success”.
 

884
Italian 
Exhibitors

700
Foreign  
Exhibitors

18%
materials and products

3%
services

79%
machinery and moulds

1,584 
Exhibitors  
in total, divided 
in three sectors

in a communication to the organizer, antonella Maruelli from POLYFILM – agent of KUHNE and 
NGR, among others – has pointed out that “the latest edition of pLast has fully satisfied our 
expectations; remarkable visitors affluence”.

STATE TECHNOLOGIES confirmed in its website: “the effort to be present at pLast 2015 with 
two stands, one in the plastic and one in the rubber section, has rewarded us with many visitors 
interested in the machines we displayed. the precious support of our partners, important brands 
in this sector such as BoY, MapLan and eLMet, was appreciated and shared with all of you”.

in its website, ST SOFFIAGGIO TECNICA declared: “considering that the economic situation is 
still not so bright, we are quite satisfied by the results obtained. We have recorded a remarkable 
affluence of visitors at our stand, most of them european. our long-standing customers have 
confirmed us, once again, their loyalty and during the exhibition days we have made new 
interesting contacts”.

in its website, WM WRAPPING confirmed: “Very positive and encouraging signals are coming out 
from the recent pLast 2015 exhibition. plenty of interested visitors have crowded our stand all 
exhibition days but, most important, many tangible and actual projects were considered. at the 
end of these five full and busy days, we have to thank very warmly all customers for the interest 
and appreciation they showed us”.



viSitoRS 
FRoM the WoRlD

the origin and the impressions of visitors, their level 
of satisfaction and the interest to visit PlaSt again, 
based on a survey commissioned by the organizer to a 
renowned research institute.

the StatiSticS
oF laSt eDition
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in view of PlaSt 2018 and during the show, more than 
in the past, several promotional activities are scheduled, 
including: 

 many international congresses with a high technical 
profile

 a wordlwide road-show for introducing PlaSt to the 
most qualified opinion leaders, buyers and professional 
operators in italy and abroad

 hundreds of articles and advertisings in the technical 
press, specialized portals and economic press

  a “viral” marketing through the most used social networks

 the innovative SMART CATALOG and the APP for mobile 
devices to enhance the best visibility on the web for the 
exhibitors

hiGhliGhtinG PlaSt

PRoMotion 
anD eventS



Milan anD SURRoUnDinGS

as in the past, also the next edition of PlaSt will take place 
in Milan, in its always-unique context for merging business, 
finance, history, art and culture.

in the middle of spring, moreover, all participants will have 
the opportunity of pleasant roundtrips, thanks to several 
connections towards the surroundings of Milan or other 
nearby art cities.

another not-to-miss chance to reconcile business and 
leisure, particularly for international visitors.

See YoU at PlaSt 2018

above: Borromeo islands, Lago Maggiore
on the left: the vertical forest, Milan

La scala theatre the Last supper



PlaSt teaM

  Mario Maggiani
ceo
PRoMaPlaSt srl
tel +39 02 82283732
m.maggiani@promaplast.org

  Fabrizio Vanzan
exhibition manager
tel +39 02 82283743
f.vanzan@promaplast.org

  Samantha Stefanini
exhibition department
tel +39 02 82283756
s.stefanini@promaplast.org

  Eleonora Iula
exhibition department
tel +39 02 82283727
e.iula@promaplast.org

  Veronica Zucchi
Foreign delegations
tel +39 02 82283736
v.zucchi@promaplast.org

exhibitors’ applications will start in November 
2016, through personal invitations to each 
interested company.

exhibitors enrolling within the first term of 31 
January 2017 will benefit of a 20% discount 
off participation fee, deducted upon balance.

exhibitors enrolling after the first term but 
within the second term of 30 April 2017 will 
benefit of a 10% discount off participation 
fee, deducted upon balance.

after the second and last term, it will be 
possible to exhibit at PlaSt only in case 
of left spaces, without guarantee of an 
appropriate location for the exhibits of lately 
enrolled exhibitors.

For further information, PLAST 2018 team 
is at your disposal.

Exhibiting at Plast 2018
  Liliana Bolzani

visa assistance
tel +39 02 82283720
l.bolzani@promaplast.org

  Alessandro Cerizza
account department
tel +39 02 82283721
a.cerizza@promaplast.org

  Riccardo Ampollini
MacPlaS director, 
official magazine PlaSt 2018
tel +39 02 82283725
r.ampollini@promaplast.org

  Luca Mei
MacPlaS editor 
tel +39 02 82283734
l.mei@promaplast.org

  Giuseppe Augello
MacPlaS advertising
tel +39 02 82283730
g.augello@promaplast.org

  Stefania Arioli
communication manager
tel +39 02 82283728
s.arioli@promaplast.org

  Roberta Atzeni
associations’ stands
tel +39 02 82283723
r.atzeni@promaplast.org

  Raffaella Fumagalli
Side events manager
tel +39 02 82283732
r.fumagalli@promaplast.org

  Giampiero Zazzaro
Press office
tel +39 02 82283735
g.zazzaro@promaplast.org

  Girolamo Dagostino
Universities and schools
tel +39 02 82283754
g.dagostino@promaplast.org



Organizer: PROMAPLAST srl unipersonale - Centro Direzionale Milanofiori - Palazzo F/3 - 20090 Assago (MI) Italia 
tel +39 02 82283743 - fax +39 02 57512490 - e-mail: info@plastonline.org - www.plastonline.org

for general information:

PLASTONLINE.ORG

or follow us on:


